
- Studying characteristics of various aspects of scientific collaboration

potentially constitutes a significant contribution towards understanding the

structure and dynamics of social interactions but, first of all, it is of great

importance for an efficient stimulation of the future science development.

- Quantifying properties of the scientific collaboration networks in an

informative and transparent way becomes highly facilitated thanks to great

advances in the field of network theory.

Scientific Collaboration Community

- The accelerating process of world globalization embraces and pervades all aspects of

the human’s activity. Contemporary means and standards of conducting the scientific

investigations deserve a special attention in this context as their progress at the same

time constitutes both the condition and the result of this world globalization process.

Indeed, the most advanced world scientific contemporary initiatives are based on

multinational and often even on highly multidisciplinary collaborations (ANTONI !)

- Complex networks approach -

- Many real systems can be modeled as networks:

nodes + interactions (links or edges)

- Networks permeate almost every conceivable discipline
"network science„ become a crucial component of modern scientific education. 
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Principal network characteristics: 

degree k distribution

Scale-free (hierarchical)

very few nodes have many links

but 

most nodes have very few links

Preferential attachment

Matthew effect: „For whoever has will be given more”

https://www.google.pl/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0ahUKEwjy2KWq5JHWAhVLCpoKHWEZBVMQFgg7MAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.biblegateway.com%2Fpassage%2F%3Fsearch%3DMatthew%2B25%3A29&usg=AFQjCNEg9h0y3oCIaOEW1TFuOyysCKyh3w
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Speth #1 network-binary

# of articles = 328 

# of coauthors = 192 

Speth #1 network-weighted



Degree distributions (cumulative)
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Szczurek #1 network-weighted

# of articles = 288 

# of coauthors = 1309 
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Szczurek #1 network-weighted



Degree distributions (cumulative)

(no 28 large collaboration papers)
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Szczurek #1 network-weighted



Szczurek #1 until ~ end 1992



Szczurek #1 until ~ 2011



Szczurek #1 until ~ 2017



Wilczek #1



Within this model, in the large time limit, one obtains a power law scaling of the

weighted degree distribution with the scaling exponent for the cumulative distribution

In this model the usual preferential attachment is extended to the rule ”busy get busier”

(A. Barrat, M. Barthelemy, A. Vespignani, 2004, PRL 92, 228701), in which new nodes 

connect more likely to nodes carrying larger weights and being more central in terms of 

the interaction strength. 

Accordingly, the local rearrangements of weights between i and its neighbours j obeys 

the simple rule

Weighted evolving networks: coupling topology and weight dynamics.

The model thus involves only one parameter that reflects the fraction

of weight transmitted by the new link onto the others.

a new link multiplicatively bursts the weight on neighbour

large

’centers of condensation’ stimulate mutual interactions of their nearest neighbours



of Professor Antoni Szczurek is extremely involved 

Conclusion: Scientific Collaboration Network

as it contains several components belonging to different classes of networks

1s (weighted scale free) is also present

Complex Systems 

Theory Department 
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wishes Antoni 

that such 

a spectacular 

and productive 

coexistence keeps 

extending for many 

decades to come !
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